
Close your eyes and imagine a circle. Dip your brush in to
your ink or paint. Breathe in and lift your brush so it hovers
over your paper. As you breathe out, firmly place your brush
on the page, letting the ink splatter.

Artist, Robyn McMullan, provided visitors with a glimpse of her creative process as she
worked with ink, paint and water to create an 'enso' circle live in the main gallery.
 
 
Enso circle drawing is a technique that draws on mindfulness to make expressive
marks with paper, brush, ink and other tools. They are made using only a few
brushstrokes, allowing a brief moment of expression and creation to be captured. 
 
In Robyn's work, ink, paint and water have been allowed to blend and react to create
texture and found colours.

Experiment with enso circlesArtbomb: connect + create
 Artbomb: connect + create  brings together local artists, our local community and

Hurstville Museum & Gallery in a slow release explosion of creativity and artistic
expression. 
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You will need

Getting started

Lift and twist your brush a little as you begin drawing a
circle on your paper.

Gradually lift the brush from the page as you complete 
 your circle.

Lift the brush away completely, just before your circle
joins. 

Flick or drip paint from your brush, allowing different
colours to bleed together and experiment by dragging
the end of your brush through areas where the  paint has
pooled. You can also try spraying water on to your page
using a spray bottle, or lift the paper up and see how the
colours run.

Lay your paper on a flat surface. You may want to tape the paper to a drawing
board, table or floor to help keep it still.

Robyn's work will be on display until July 26th.


